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Who am I?
...what about my gender identity?

I’m a nonbinary trans man, artist, and writer



How do I party?

I don’t really party now... but I did when I was younger. At first I 
didn’t drink at all and ironically that’s when I was most into 
partying. Everyone else was drunk! I did smoke weed. I also enjoy 
mushroomS and LSD. But probably sex is the best drug.



Where do I party? 

I used to mostly throw parties at home, wherever I lived, especially 
if it was with several roommates.



What products are taken there? 

Alcohol, marijuana, pills



What's it like for me?

I just like a good time where there are lots of people and they’re 
relaxed, maybe a low key orgy starts up, that’s the best kind of 
party. Positive and happy, and sexy.



What's it like for other people?

I think sometimes people get too drunk and get into a slump where 
they don’t do much. They lose their energy. I think I had the most 
fun before I started drinking because I always had energy.



Flirting and sex: what's it like ?

To me a party isn’t fun unless that’s a possibility. The more 
prospects the better. People are lovely when they’re intoxicated, 
they are free to meet their own human needs better. We shouldn’t 
have to be inhibited about snuggling for example. So when people get 
drunk they want to be close to other people because they always want 
that, but they can’t break the barrier.



How do you ensure that things go well?

I think it’s just having nice people and a nice vibe. Start with 
nice ingredients, make a nice recipe. No jerks.



Imagine what could make things go even better? ?

I’d like to go to a lot of orgies or bdsm parties. I don’t know what 
That would be like. I think there should be themed sex parties like 
“deep sea” or “outer space”. With costumes.



Merci de ta participation à cette enquête ! Si tu
souhaites faire un dernier commentaire...



What’s your experience of drug, 
alcohol and medication use during 

parties and festivals? 

Do things go well for everyone? 

How could things be improved? 
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